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- The Visual Studio debugger extensions provide several debugging features. These include the ability to perform "scripted" debugging in which you can operate on the objects that are being debugged, to inject variables into the PowerShell environment, and to execute expressions or statements within your script. These features are managed by the DebuggerVisualizer framework. - The Visual Studio debugger provides three different
ways for you to inject objects into your scripting session: - To use the DebuggerVisualizer for an existing type or object, add a "debugger visualizer" attribute to the class that defines the type. The DebuggerVisualizer contains a parameterless constructor that accepts the object you want to debug. The DebuggerVisualizer sets itself as the constructor's first parameter and returns an instance of the object as its result. - Use the AddType
function to add a new debugging type. - Add a Visual Studio debugger attribute. This is used in exactly the same way as the "debugger visualizer" attribute, except that this attribute accepts an existing object rather than a new object. For more information on the two options and the AddType function, see "Adding a Type for Visualizer Injection". AddType() A user can create a new DebuggerVisualizer using the AddType function. This
function takes an existing object and returns a new type that is injected into the PowerShell script. user-defined attributes are provided to describe the intended purpose of the debugger visualizer. Debugger visualizers created with AddType use the - ReturnType attribute to indicate the type they are returning. - The object attribute is required. - The constructor attribute is provided to specify the type of object being returned. - If the
attribute "use" is provided, it is evaluated as a Boolean, and the debugger visualizer will be used. If you do not provide the "use" attribute, the debugger visualizer will be executed when it's first requested. - If the attribute "only-the-first" is provided, it is evaluated as a Boolean, and the debugger visualizer will only inject one instance of the object it is called with. - If the attribute "keep-alive" is provided, it is evaluated as a Boolean, and the
debugger visualizer will not dispose when it first executes. Setting Attribute Values The debugger visualizers support two custom attributes that you can use to define the injection
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- The example below shows a console application that sets a breakpoint on a static method to inject the `filepath` variable to the PowerShell environment. This variable can be retrieved in the PowerShell environment. As the user launches a PowerShell script, the breakpoint is hit and visualizer object can be inspected. //snip $filepath = "C:\MyScript.ps1" $p = $DEBUGGER.CreateVisualizer($typeof(PoSHVisualizer.PoSHVisualizer))
$p.Show($filepath) $p.SetBreakpoint([int]$filter = 3) Try { $v = $p.GetObjectValue($p.Frame) $v.ToString() } Catch { $v = $null } Finally { $p.ReleaseObjectValue($v) $v = $null } Invoke-Expression -Command $p PoSHVisualizer.cs using Microsoft.VisualStudio.DebuggerVisualizers; using System; using System.Collections.Generic; using System.Diagnostics; using System.Linq; using System.Text; using System.Threading.Tasks;
using System.Windows.Forms; using System.IO; using System.ComponentModel; namespace PoSHVisualizer { [DebuggerVisualizer(typeof(PoSHVisualizer.PoSHVisualizer))] [Serializable] public class PoSHVisualizer : Visualizer { public PoSHVisualizer() { this.Name = "Posh Visualizer"; this.ToolTipText = "Inject variables into the PowerShell environment"; this.AutoPopulateVariables = true; } public override VisualizerClass
CreateVisualizer() { return new PoSHVisualizer();
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System Requirements:

To play this game, you will need the following: Your computer and monitor must support Windows XP or later. You must have DirectX installed. Your computer must have a video card that is capable of hardware video acceleration. A mouse is also highly recommended, as is a keyboard with at least two controllers. Tutorials, End-Game Screen Shots, and Game Manual Thank you for taking the time to read this, and good luck on your
adventures!Q: Angular JS $cook
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